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NEWS FROM BIRCHES GROUP
Birches Group Announces Strategic Partnership with Caribbean HR Solutions
(CHRS) in Jamaica
Birches Group, a global market consulting group that provides salary and compensation data to
developing countries, is pleased to announce its strategic partnership with Caribbean HR Solutions based
in Montego Bay, Jamaica. With over ten years of experience, Caribbean HR Solutions provides outsourced
HR solutions such as recruiting, employment agency, payroll & benefits and HR consulting to its clients.
Having clients from various sectors in the country, Caribbean HR Solutions provides practical Human
Capital management for companies entering the Caribbean Service Center market ensuring they access
the best talent available.
Under this partnership, Caribbean HR Solutions will co-sponsor Birches’ multisector survey and help
promote survey participation to all their clients and other Jamaican entities. Together, both entities will
also be exploring possible compensation management training events, webinars and other activities to
provide professional development opportunities for HR practitioners in Jamaica.
In commenting on the partnership, Debra Fraser, CEO of Caribbean HR Solutions, said “We are excited to
enter into this partnership with Birches Group. Being actively engaged in the HR industry for over 20 years,
I believe that this partnership will provide Jamaican employers with competitive information to maintain
their most valuable assets (employees). Over the years, Jamaica has been struggling with access to
credible/specific data to make strategic employment decisions. We are pleased to partner with Birches
Group as their solutions will move our clients and Jamaica in the direction of being a data-driven society.”
ulienne Sayoc, Manager for Private Sector Business Development for Birches Group, added: “This
collaboration with CHRS creates a mutually advantageous partnership that expands CHRS’ product and
service portfolio while it allows Birches Group to increase and sustain its visibility and penetration in the
market. Combining Birches Group’s expertise in compensation and benefits solutions with CHRS’ well
established presence and cross-functional HR expertise will undoubtedly bring about synergies that will
ultimately benefit our mutual clients.”
For more information about the partnership, or to learn more about Birches Group products and services,
please contact us.
###

About Birches Group LLC
Birches Group LLC is a human resources consulting firm focused exclusively on high growth and developing
markets around the world. Birches Group labor market surveys are available in over 150 countries
throughout Africa, Asia, Central and Eastern Europe, Latin America and the South Pacific. The firm also
assists client organizations in the management of their total compensation and human resources
strategies. Birches Group is headquartered in New York, with an operations center in Manila, Philippines,
and additional offices in Sweden and Latvia. More information is available at www.birchesgroup.com.

About Caribbean HR Solutions (CHRS)
For the past 8 years Caribbean HR Solutions has responded to the special requirements of our clients
transforming ourselves from just executive recruiters to providing a full suite of HR solutions and services.
Today we offer an array of solutions spanning Compensation Analysis, Payroll and Benefits, Contingent
Agency Staffing, Service and Leadership Training Solutions, High Volume Recruiting, HR Outsourcing and
Consulting. Why choose Caribbean HR Solutions? Because we understand, Your Talent Matters. More
information on http://www.caribbeanhrsolutions.com/#one
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